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The LAME BOY Who Became a GREAT STORY -WRITER
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How He F oztnd Fame and Fortune u1zile Looking
for Fishi1~g Tackle And How He Won a Heroic
Victory over Debts He was Not Obliged to Pay
COTT, SIR W ALTER (1771-1832).
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whose boast was that
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By the sword they won their land,
And by the sword they ho.ld it still.

A bold

for which he had been collecting material ever. since his early
college days, unmistakably indicated
his true vocation. The" lVlinstrelsy"
showed the hand of the poet, the
romancer, and the living antiquary; it was an
immediate success.
Meanwhile Scott, at the suggestion of young
Lady Dalkeith (afterward Duchess of Buccleucit), had undertaken a poem based on the
legend of a goblin page. The Duke of Buccleuch was the head of the house of Scott, and
thus, out ~f the poet's desire to do honour
to his friend and. feudal chief, grew "The Lay
of the Last Minstrel," which, both in story and
in setting, embodies so much family tradition.

What would "auld Watt of Harden" (Scott's
ancestor) have said if he could have known that
the greatest glory of his line would be the lame
son of an Edinburgh lawyer~
" Auld Watt's" illustrious namesake was kin
as well to many other historic Scottish families,
and the '' old tales '' of Scottish history that
he heard "by the winter's hearth" in childhood were often tales of his ow'll forefathers.
If an early illness that we know to-day as
infantile paralysis had not left him lame from
the age of 18 months, Waiter Scott might have_~··.
A Wonderful Reception
·-continued the traditions of his race in deeds, · · The poem was published in 1805, and took
not words.
·"'·"~ the public by storm. The metre was new ;
Fearless Rider and "Bonny Fechter"
·· the wild tales of the Scottish border had never
· In spite of his lameness t.he boy, whose before been used as literary material; the
physical training was looked after by a wise combination was magical. The sales of the
uncle, became a fearless . rider and a " bonny book were, for the time, enormous far beyond
fechter " (fighter), growing up tall, well-formed, those of _a ny poem hitherto publi3hed.
and extraordinarily strong and active "wayScott now resolved to make literature "his
ward, bold, and wild," as he himself wrote. · staff, not his crutch." His serious business
In school he was a meteor, now at the bottom became the editing of stately rows of works of
of the class and now at the top, already a · other authors, but as a relaxation be began
lover of old things and old ways, a weaver of "Marmion," which was published in 1808 and
romances, noted for a capacious inemory, became even more popular than the "Lay of
which retained only what appealed to him and the Last Minstrel." In 1810 appeared "The
absolutely rejected what did not.
.
Lady of the I.Jake," which made · Ellen's I sle
In his 15th year he was apprenticed to his and Loch Katrine fashionable sights for
father's profession of law, and practised it tourists.
.
without enthusiasm for a number of years.
Meanwhile Scott's private affairs had reached
The publication in 1802 of the first two volumes a crisis, which was to have an effec-t on his
of his " . Minstrelsy of the Scottish Border," literary life. In 1797 he had married Miss
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